
 

 

SCALAR ENERGY General Information 

 

Following on from the famous mathematician, astronomer and one of the 
greatest scientists of all time, Pierre-Simon Laplace (1749–1827), 
physicist James Clerk Maxwell (1831–1879) furthered the understanding 
of ‘scalar energy’ laying the foundation for quantum physics. 
Instrumental in the generation of electricity which commenced in 1895, 
Nikola Tesla (1856-1943), in his laboratory in 1899, accidentally released 
scalar energy, naming it ‘radiant energy’.  Tesla continued to experiment 
with this energy for therapeutic purposes until his death.  In his honour, 
today this energy, mostly referred to as a ‘scalar wave’, is also known as 
a ‘Tesla wave’.  It is also referred to as zero point energy and a torsion 
field. Tesla warned of the dangers of X-ray radiation and learned how to 
harness scalar energy from one transmitter to another without using any 
wires as he planned to utilize scalar energy as the preferred carrier wave 
for all telecommunications, unlike the radiowaves and microwaves in use 
today. Physicist Albert Einstein (1879–1955), a contemporary of Nikola 
Tesla, documented how scalar energy could be practically applied.  

 

  
Following on from his discovery of the potential vortex in 1990, German 
physicist Professor Konstantin Meyl, detected that our whole body works 
with scalar waves, that the DNA transports information and energy with a 
magnetic scalar wave, that the nerves transport scalar waves, that the 
nodes Ranvier detected indicate a standing, longitudinal wave – scalar 
wave – and that bio-resonance medicine and homeopathy use scalar 
waves.  Meyl explains how the DNA is sending information and energy 
as an antenna using a scalar wave – Tesla Scalar Waves and the 
Unified Field Theory . Magnetic scalar wave theory explains how the 
dual base pair-stored information of the genetic code is formed. 
Information transferred at the receiving end during the reverse process 
takes place involving a change in the physical and chemical cellular 
structure. The energy required to power the chemical process, is now 
understood by the extended field theory to come from the magnetic 
scalar wave. Magnetic scalar wave theory best explains the physical 
basis of life. The process of converting electrical modulation into 
‘piggyback’ information that transfers or is sent from the cell nucleus to 
another cell is a revolutionary theory. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
Originating from mathematics and utilized in communication systems, 
scalar energy is now also used to enhance the body’s innate ability to 
repair itself.  Cells and tissues are highly non-linear, co-operative and 
coherent systems and scalar energy is non-linear, co-operative and 
coherent.  Meyl states in the presence of scalar waves, cells go into 
resonance.   Professor James Oschman states scalar energy appears 
to: interact with atomic nuclei rather than with electrons and be intimately 
involved in healing.  In contrast to the electromagnetic wave, a scalar 
wave transports energy in addition to the information. Antoine Priore 
(1912–1983) utilized a powerful and accurate scalar energy instrument 
that effectively reprogrammed the mutated DNA in both humans and 
animals alike, and subsequently cured all types of cancer. Thomas 
Galen Hieronymus (1895-1988) observed that each organ or tissue in 
the human body possessed a unique scalar energy harmonic and that 
the level of vitality of an organ or tissue could likewise be ascertained by 
way of scalar energy analysis. 
 
 
As described in their book published in 2008, Decoding the Human 
Body-Field, Peter Fraser and Harry Massey believe quantum scalar 
fields, which are fields of information, interact to form a complex system 
that drives chemistry and influences the deepest mechanisms of biology. 
In fact, their decades of research suggest that the bioenergetic systems 
in the human body form a master information control system for the 
physiology of the body, directing its biochemistry and physiology. They 
refer to this as the human body-field. 
 
Harnessing this life-affirming energy that has been with us since the 
beginning, scalar wave chambers today emanate therapeutic scalar 
waves with the potential to re-charge our cells and raise the energy level 
of every cell in the body to optimum levels.  Scalar wave energy is 
clinically proven to enhance: clarity, meditation, rejuvenation, anti-aging, 
general health and well-being.  Scalar wave chambers have also been 
shown to: allow cell regeneration, positively influence immune and 
nervous systems, elevate moods, decrease the effects of stress on the 
body and increase energy levels.   
 


